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Abstract: 

We study the problem of spreading videos to moveable users by using a fusion cellular and ad hoc network. In particu lar, we 

verbalize the difficult of optimally indicating the mobile devices that will serve as entrances from the cellu lar to the ad hoc 

network, the ad hoc routes from the entrances to different devices, and the layers to deliver on these ad hoc routes. We develop a 

Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP)-based algorithm, called POPT, to unravel this optimization tricky. We cu ltivate a Linear 

Program (LP)-based algorithm, called MTS, for lower t ime complexity. While the MTS algorithm completes close-to- optimum 

video feature and is more effectual than POPT in terms of time complexity, the MTS algorithm does not run in real time for 

hybrid linkages with large numbers of nodes. We, therefore, propose a greedy algorithm, called THS, which rounds in real time 

even for huge hybrid networks. We found that the THS algorithm always dismisses in actual time, yet succeeds a similar video 

value to MTS. Therefore, we endorse the THS process for video propagation over hybrid cellu lar and ad hoc networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

We were reading video broadcasting in a fusion cellular and ad 

hoc link. Fig. 1 describes the primary network, involving of 

one or few base stations and mult iple mobile policies well-

appointed with various network interfaces. Mobile devices not 

only connect to the base station over the cellular network, but 

also form an ad  hoc linkage using undersized-range wireless 

rules such as WiFi and Bluetooth. Mobile policies impart video 

traffic among each other using ad hoc links, leveraging such a 

free variety to lighten bandwidth bottlenecks and cut down the 

expense of cellular service providers. Disseminating videos 

over a hybrid cellular and ad hoc set-up is not an easy charge 

because transmission of video data must adhere to timing 

constraints essential in the delivery and reproduction of video 

content. Traditionally, video attendants use computationally 

complex transcoders to reduce the video coding rates to 

security on time transport of video statistics. However, in a 

hybrid network, actual t ranscoding is not feasible on resource-

constrained mobile devices. Thus , we occupation scalable 

videos for in-network video adaptation. More precisely, at the 

base position, scalable coders encode each video into a 

walkable stream consisting of mult iple layers, and individually 

mobile device can selectively advancing around layers to 

added mobile devices in a appropriate way. To convey the 

maximum possible video quality, we study and optimization 

difficult that limits: 1) the mobile devices that will attend as 

accesses and spread video records from the cellu lar linkage to 

the ad hoc network, 2) the multihop ad hoc ways for 

broadcasting video data, and 3) the subdivisions of video facts 

each mobile device spreads to the next journeys under capacity 

constraints. We formulate the optimizat ion difficult using 

MILP-based algorithm, called POPT. POPT has a reasonably 

high time density, and thus, we also propose two experimental 

algorithms MTS and THS. 

 

 

II. EXIS TINGS YS TEM 

We study the difficu lt of spreading videos to mobile handlers 

by expending a hybrid cellu lar and ad hoc network. In 

exacting, we articu late the difficult of optimally indicat ing the 

portable expedients that will oblige as entrances from the 

cellu lar to the ad hoc linkage, the ad hoc methods from the 

gateways to different devices, and the deposits to supply on 

these ad hoc paths. We improve a Mixed Numeral Linear 

Program (MILP)-based algorithm, called POPT, to resolve this 

optimization difficult. 

 

DISADVANTAGES OF EXIS TING S YS TEM 

 Low speed 

 Time complexity  

 Low  through put high latency 

 Loss in video quality 

 

III.LITERAURES URVEY 

 

PAPER. 1: ICAM: Collective Cellular and Ad Hoc Multicast 

In wireless data linkages, mult icast quantity losses with the 

escalation in multicast assemblage size, since a  old -fashioned 

plan for the base location is to use the final numbers rate of all 

the phones so that the receiver with  the worst downlink 

channel condition can decrypt the programme correct ly. This 

paper proposes ICAM, Integrated Cellu lar and Ad hoc 

Multicast, to increase 3G multicast throughputs through 

opportunistic use of ad hoc relays. In ICAM, a 3G base 

location delivers packets to proxy mobile devices with better 

3G channel quality. The proxy  then forwards the packets to the 

receivers through an IEEE 802.11- based ad hoc network. In 

this paper, we first propose a limited greedy algorithm that 

determines for each mult icast receiver the proxy with the 

highest 3G downlink channel rate.  
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PAPER.2: Improving Cellular Multicast Routine Using Ad 

Hoc Networks We study an approach that statements the 

receiver heterogeneity difficult in cellu lar multicast with the 

help of an supplementary IEEE 802.11 ad hoc network. The 

basic indication is to allow the cellular receivers undergoing 

poor frequency circumstances to use the ad hoc network to fix 

to those cellular receivers that are go through good cellular 

channel settings. The good receivers transmit multicast data to 

the poor receivers through the ad hoc network. We ruminate 

the third generation cellular great data rate Broadcast/ 

Multicast Services. We improve a new routing algorithm to 

find an proficient ad hoc paths from the representations to the 

cellu lar multicast receivers. 

 

PAPER.3: An Investigational Study on Scalable Video 

Streaming above Hybrid Cellu lar and Ad Hoc Networks  We 

ruminate scalable video streaming from a base station over a 

hybrid cellular and adhoc network to a huge number of mobile 

diplomacies. While such a structure has been recently studied, 

existing efforts remedy to virtual reality when weighing their 

solutions, because there is no public domain software for 

scheduling a complete hybrid network testbed. In this effort, 

we design and instrument a testbed for scalable video streaming 

above a hybrid network. Our testbed is erected on top of a 

Linux server and numerous Android smart-phones. We 

determine how to use our test bed to weigh the scheduling 

algorithms planned in the works. We also existent a new 

scheduling algorithm which turns in real-time yet overtakes 

former algorithms. 

 

IV. PROPOS EDS YSTEM 

 

We improve a Linear Program (LP)-based algorithm, called 

MTS, for minor time complexity. While the MTS algorithm 

achieves close-to-optimum video feature and is more proficient 

than POPT in terms of interval complexity, the MTS algorithm 

does not route in real time for fusion networks with huge 

numbers of nodes. We, consequently, suggest a greedy 

algorithm, called THS, which turns in real time even for 

outsized hybrid networks. We conduct general packet-level 

virtual reality to parallel the enactment of the three proposed 

algorithms. We found that the THS algorithm constantly lay 

off in real time, yet accomplishes a similar video quality to 

MTS. Hence, we vouch for the THS algorithm for video 

dissemination over hybrid cellular and   ad hoc networks. 

 

ADVANTAGES  

 Resolves the optimization delinquent 

 Reduced time interval density 

 Good video excellence 

 Maintenances genuine time  surroundings 

 

V. ARCHITECTURE 

 
Figure. 1. A hybrid cellular and ad hoc network. 

 

We construct a real video dissemination system mid multip le 

Android smart phones above a live cellular network Via  

authentic investigates, we exhib it the expediency and 

proficiency of the suggested THS algorithm. 

 

 
Figure. 2. Breadth-first tree for unit delivery 

 

Exhausting breadth-first trees for path selection helps eradicate 

long and incompetent paths. For example, path 1-2-4-5 should 

not be preferred to distribute data from 1 to 5 since there is a 

shorter path 1-3-5. Dispensing communication entities over 

breadth-first trees not only bounds the scattering latency and 

evades loops, but also eases the difficulty of the measured 

problem without give up the solutions’ quality. This is for the 

reason that paths that do not monitor breadth-first trees are 

ineffective and should be avoided. 

 

VI. ALGORITHM 

 

1. Schedule =0 

2. Time =0 

3. For tk ,s,lin the list inorder 

4. rootSet =findRoots(tk ,s,l) 

5. while rootSet =0 

6. root = getRoot With Largest Tree(rootSet ,tk ,s,l) 

7. for h= 1 toH 

8. r =descendants(root,h) 

9. for each riinr 

10. s = parent(ri ,root) 

11. if isFeasible(s,ri,  tk ,s,l), Schedule + = {s,ri,tk ,s,l} 

12. end for 

13. end for 

14. remove root fromrootSet 

15. if get Devices Without Unit(tk,s,l) ==0,break 

16. endwhile  

17. while (B = getDevices Without Unit(tk,s,l)) =0 

18. g =getGW(B) 

19. if t ime + zk,s,l/ rate(server,g) <= W’ .D 

20. Schedule + ={server,g,tk ,s,l} 

21. time = time + zk,s,l/rate(server,g) 

22. for h= 1 toH 

23. r =descendants(g,h) 

24. for each riinr 

25. s =parent(ri,g) 

26. if isFeasible(s,ri,  tk ,s,l), Schedule + = {s,ri,tk ,s,l} 

27. end for 

28. end for 

29. end while  

30. end for 

 

VII. CONCLUS ION 

 

We deliberate the delinquent of optimally leveraging an 

secondary ad hoc network to enhancement the overall video 

quality of mobile users in a cellular network. We framed this 

problem as an MILP problem to mutually solve the gateway 

selection, ad hoc routing, and video adaptation complications 

for a inclusive optimum schedule. We proposed three 

algorithms: 1) an MILP-based algorithm, POPT, 2) an 
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LPbased algorithm, MTS, and 3) a greedy algorithm, THS. Via 

packet-level imitations, we establish that neither POPT nor 

MTS scale to enormous hybrid networks. This is because they 

both service statistical methods to resolve optimization 

complications. Thus, we vouch for the THS algorithm, which 

lay off in real time even when there are 70+ mobile maneuvers 

in the hybrid network. 
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